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Statistics and Data with R: An Applied Approach Through Examples is a well-written
and nicely organized book that, as the title clearly states, uses applied examples done in
R to illustrate and motivate statistical methods and ideas. The book is divided into three
main parts. Part I: Data in Statistics and R is a brief (90 pages) introduction to R; Part
II: Probability, Densities and Distributions covers the usual probability topics contained
in introductory probability and statistics texts; and, Part III: Statistics proceeds from ex-
ploratory data analysis through hypothesis testing and includes introductions to linear and
logistic regression. The book integrates R and R code throughout the exposition so that
readers see statistical methods directly connected to examples solved with R.
Part I: Data in Statistics and R consists of three chapters: (1) Basic R, (2) Data in
Statistics and in R, and (3) Presenting data. I found the first two chapters, which are
essentially an introductory tutorial to R, particularly well-written and informative. These
chapters delve a bit more deeply into the fundamentals of R compared to other similar books;
for example, the first chapter provides a general exposition of objects and object oriented
programming. In so doing, the book provides a better foundation for new users to truly
understand how R works and, hence, become better users of the software.
The third chapter in Part I is a brief tutorial on how to build tables and create basic
plots (e.g., bar charts, histograms, scatter plots, etc.) in R. This chapter felt a bit light
and out of place to me; it seems like it could have just been the concluding section of the
second chapter. However, the motivation for the chapter is clear: It introduces graphical
concepts that are needed in Part II while allowing the authors to postpone the introduction of
exploratory data analysis and descriptive statistics until the beginning of Part III. I like this
organization because I find the standard textbook sequence of descriptive statistics followed
by probability and then statistical methods obscures the connection between descriptive
statistics and point estimation for students.
Of the three sections, Part II: Probability, Densities and Distributions is the most like
a typical textbook in terms of its exposition and is also the lightest on R and relevant R
examples. That is, R is largely used to generate small tables, do relatively trivial probability
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calculations, and graph univariate probability distributions. Indeed, much of the R code in
Part II is focused on how to reproduce the various illustrative figures and, in my opinion,
takes up space that could have been devoted to more pedagogically-useful applications of R.
For example, I would have liked the authors to provide R functions useful for interactively
illustrating/demonstrating various probability ideas and concepts. Also, given its graphical
capabilities, the text could have used R to introduce multivariate distributions (at the very
least the bivariate normal distribution).
One notation convention the authors use in Part II that I do not like is denoting the value
of a probability density function at x as P (X = x|θ) rather than the more standard f(x|θ).
Presumably the authors use their notation to emphasize the similarities between probability
mass and density functions, and the authors do say “Because P (X = x|θ) is continuous, we
cannot interpret it as the probability at X = x” (p. 180), but I think the notation is likely
to be more confusing (or misleading) to students than helpful.
Part III: Statistics starts with a chapter on exploratory data analysis, which includes all
the usual descriptive statistics concepts. As I previously mentioned, I like this organization,
though since most of the graphical methods were introduced in Part I, it results in a one-
page section on graphical methods that essentially refers back to Chapter 3 in Part I. After
this, Part III proceeds through the following chapters: Point and Interval Estimation, Single
Sample Hypothesis Testing, Power and Sample Size for Single Samples, Two Samples [hy-
pothesis tests], Power and Sample Size for Two Samples, Simple Linear Regression, Analysis
of Variance, and Simple Logistic Regression.
In Part III, R is used much more extensively than in Part II, which is both a strength
and (at least a potential) weakness of the text. The strength of this approach is obvious; the
weakness is that the authors never actually show a numerical calculation in enough detail
that a reader can just follow along as he or she reads the text. For example, in Chapter
9, Point and Interval Estimation, the authors write out the general expressions for various
types of confidence intervals, but they never take the expressions, plug in some numbers, and
show how the calculations come out when done “by hand.” Rather, the examples revolve
around the R code, illustrated on actual or simulated data, for which only the final output
from R is shown. This puts the calculations at a level of abstraction that I’m afraid may
impede some students’ understanding.
In contrast, when teaching confidence intervals, I like to first give a simple example that
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can be calculated completely by hand. This is followed by showing students how to calculate
the various confidence interval pieces (x¯, s, etc.) individually in R and then how assemble
those pieces in R to calculate the confidence interval. Finally, I then show the students that
the results match the output from, say, the ttest function. This simultaneously demon-
strates how the calculations mechanically work, demystifies the R software “blackbox,” and
shows that the calculations coming out of R are correct. I would like to see Statistics and
Data with R: An Applied Approach Through Examples (and other R-based probability and
statistics textbooks) adopt a similar approach in subsequent revisions.
Also, to return to my previous point, the text would benefit pedagogically if it used R
for more demonstrations aimed at deepening students’ understanding of various statistical
concepts and methods. For example, in my class I give the students an R function that
demonstrates the coverage properties of confidence intervals and another that illustrates
Type I and Type II errors in hypothesis testing. In both cases, the students can vary
certain R function options and generate plots that illustrate what happens when, say, the
significance level is changed in a hypothesis test. Unfortunately, other than using R for the
specific calculations and for generating static illustrations in the text, I didn’t find any of
these types of R applications in the book or its associated R scripts.
Part III concludes with a chapter entitled Application: The Shape of Wars to Come. This
chapter provides analyses of two recent wars: the Iraq war and the Second Infitada between
Israel and the Palestinians. The chapter is interesting and timely, but it deviates from the
style of the rest of the book by only presenting results without the associated R code. The
authors do provide the complete data sets, so presumably these applications could be used
as a unifying set of examples throughout a course, or perhaps as part of a capstone course
project. However, with a couple of small exceptions, the authors do not do this in the text
itself and, as a result, this final chapter feels a bit like it was “tacked on” at the end of the
book.
The text concludes with a list of references and two separate indices, an R Index and a
General Index. All the data sets and R code in the book are available at http://turtle.gis.
umn.edu/pmwiki/pmwiki.php?n=StatisticsandDatawithR.HomePage. The web site says
that the solutions manual is available by e-mailing Y. Cohen (which I did not do). The site
also has a link for an Instructors Home Page that says “If you are an instructor and wish to
share quizzes, exams, homework assignments and solutions with others, please contact me
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for a password” (which I also did not do).
In the preface to Statistics and Data with R: An Applied Approach Through Examples
the authors write, “This book is intended for students, researchers and practitioners both
in and out of academia. However, no prior knowledge of statistics is assumed” (p. xv). In
my opinion, this is an excellent text for students with some knowledge of statistics who are
looking to learn R or improve their R skills, or for more experienced analysts interested in
learning how to use R in a statistical analysis, but it would likely be a very difficult text for
those with no previous exposure to either statistics or R. That said, Statistics and Data with
R: An Applied Approach Through Examples is well-written and will be a useful reference on
many bookshelves. I look forward to seeing how the authors improve the text in its second
edition.
Ronald D. Fricker, Jr.
Naval Postgraduate School
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